Early somatosensory processing during tonic muscle pain in humans: relation to loss of proprioception and motor 'defensive' strategies.
It is known that tonic muscle pain induced by a Levo-Ascorbic (L-AS) solution injected in a foot muscle can transiently modify both regional proprioception and stimulus perception. These findings are paralleled by changes of middle-latency lower-limb somatosensory evoked potentials (SEPs). However, little is known on the behaviourally relevant aspect whether eventual SEP pain-induced changes could be partly due to a sort of 'motor strategy' of subjects in the frame of a self-protective reaction towards the noxious stimulus. Movement and imagery of movements are in fact known to reduce mainly pre-central SEP amplitude (i.e. gating effect). Low-threshold afferents ulnar SEPs, psychophysical pain ratings and fingers' position sense were monitored in the time-course during L-AS injection in the right first dorsal interosseous muscle. Control experiments included SEPs (either following prevalent ulnar nerve low-threshold afferent stimulation or more conventional mixed nerve stimulation) during actual movements execution and imagery of movements of the right hand. Tonic pain induced a significant reduction of the post-central N(20)-P(25)-N(33) complex and a significant increase of the N(18) wave. These changes, that were paralleled by distortion of the finger position sense, were delayed 2-5 min with respect to the maximal subjective pain sensation. Conversely, movement imagery tasks lead to a significant, selective, reduction of the pre-central N(30) complex. This wave was even more reduced during actual movements, in combination with a reduction of those post-central components peaking after the first activation of the primary sensory cortex. Early sensory processing at cortical level is changed during tonic muscle pain, mainly for those components which may be theoretically involved in proprioceptive afferent elaboration. These changes are likely not due to subconscious or voluntary motor strategies of the subjects in the frame of a self-protective aversive reaction towards the noxious stimulus.